
All Drains Lead to the Ocean

1. Name You Would Give To Your Cat

2. Type Of Fish

3. Country

4. Male Celebrity

5. Profession - Eg Doctor Or Farmer

6. A Curse Word A First-Grader Would Use

7. Female Name

8. Repeat Male First Name

9. Number

10. Repeat Male First Name

11. Repeat Female Name

12. Animal

13. Adjective You Would Use To Describe A Car

14. Country

15. Restaurant Chain

16. Verb Ending In Ing

17. Verb Ending In Ing

18. Repeat Verb Ending In Ing

19. Plural Objects

20. Repeat Male First Name

21. Verb Ending In Ing

22. Plural Objects

23. Plural Cute Animals
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24. Landscape - Eg Beach Or Mountain

25. Vehicle Of Transport

26. Repeat Male First Name

27. Plural Something You Would Buy On Ebay

28. Repeat Female Name

29. Body Part

30. Repeat Male First Name

31. Two Words That Rhyme

32. Repeat Male First Name

33. Plural Place You Would Go For Fun - Eg Parks Or 
Nightclubs

34. Brand Of Beer

35. Letter Of The Alphabet

36. Item Of Clothing

37. Adjective

38. Plural Nouns

39. Past Tense Something You Hate Doing - Eg Vacuumed

40. Number

41. Repeat Cute Animals

42. Adjective You Would Use To Describe An Eel

43. Plural Marine Organisms

44. Somewhere You Would Teleport To In The Event Of An 
Apocalypse

45. Word You Would Use To Describe A Horror Movie Ending 
In Ing

46. Historic Event

47.



Plural Body Parts

48. Repeat Female Name

49. Adjective

50. Repeat Male Name

51. What You Would Say If You Found Out You Got An A Plus 
On Your Chemistry Test

52. Repeat Name Of Cat



All Drains Lead to the Ocean

Local news report transcript.

---

---

News Anchor: Now to our next story. A young man is on the road to recovery after a close shave on a holiday

retreat, which left him hospitalised. Name you would give to your cat Type of fish reports.

Reporter: At a suburban home on the outskirts of Country , Male celebrity was just your average

Profession - eg doctor or farmer . With the holiday season approaching, he, like many others, had planned a trip

away from his home town. Little did he know, a short holiday, would change his life forever.

Interviewee: I just thought..... A curse word a first-grader would use ..... when they came back with the diagnosis

."

Reporter: Female name , REPEAT male first name 's long-term partner of Number months,

tells reporters they had only been looking for a change of scene. After years without a break, REPEAT 

male first name and REPEAT female name decided to apply for work leave, and, together with their pet

Animal ,



embark on a much-needed road trip. A few days in, however, things took a turn for the worst.

Interviewee: "We were ordering Adjective you would use to describe a car Country salads from

Restaurant chain , and that was when his symptoms first started. Verb ending in ING , Verb 

ending in ING . He couldn't stop himself. Yeah, it was strange, but we thought, you know, maybe he would

sleep it off. So that night we just went to bed and both tried to ignore it."

Reporter: The next day, they found their troubles, far from over.

Interviewee: "Morning came, and I looked over, and we couldn't hold a conversation, the REPEAT verb 

ending in ING was so bad. That was when we grabbed our Plural objects and rushed to hospital."

Reporter: It's hard to imagine just how difficult it must be to see a loved one in such a state. REPEAT male 

first name was also suffering from excessive Verb ending in ING fits, as well as intrusive thoughts about

Plural objects . Nurses struggled to diagnose these symptoms, but eventually, doctors declared he had

contracted a non-lethal bacterial disease. When they asked whether he had been in contact with any wildlife the

day before, the couple admitted they had been attacked by a swarm of Plural cute animals during their

evening Landscape - eg beach or mountain walk. Doctors prescribed a course of antibiotics, and strongly advised

him to return home immediately. The couple boarded a Vehicle of transport , and arrived home the next day.



Interviewee: "They estimated the recovery would take two weeks."

Reporter: While the medication, at first, seemed to be working, that relief was short-lived. Just a few days later,

it was clear something was still very wrong. The original symptoms began returning, and after just one week,

REPEAT male first name was exhibiting an extensive, new symptom: an affinity towards Plural 

something you would buy on eBay . More worried than ever, they paid yet another visit to hospital.

Interviewee: "I showed them which antibiotics he was taking, and..... they were all sort of at a loss."

Reporter: Nurses assured the couple that the latest symptom was simply a side-effect of the medication. They

accused REPEAT female name for improper administration of the antibiotic, saying she had failed to

correctly administer the daily dose via the Body part , which was why the symptoms had resurfaced. She

insisted this was impossible, and the team of doctors were forced to inspect the patient more closely. What they

found, was astounding. REPEAT male first name had contracted a well-documented pathogenic bacteria,

known as spp. Two words that rhyme -us. While cases of human infection tend to be rare, the bacteria are

ordinarily treatable with a regular course of antibiotics. However, on this occasion the bacteria proved unusually

resistant to antibiotics, despite looking identical to the classic bacteria in every way. Pharmaceutical teams

immediately began research into a new class of antibiotics, to treat REPEAT male first name 's troubling

condition.



Medical professional: "It's normal for bacteria to be slightly resistant to antibiotics. But what is not normal, is

finding high levels of immunity in the wild. We used to only see that in densely-populated areas like hospitals

and Plural place you would go for fun - eg parks or nightclubs ."

Reporter: Employees at the Centre for Infectious Research at the University of Brand of beer , are already

investigating this emerging issue of antimicrobial and antibiotic resistance. Head of department, Dr.

Letter of the alphabet Item of clothing , who holds the world record for most Adjective

Plural nouns Past tense something you hate doing - eg vacuumed , claims we are now facing a

Number percent increase in the risk of infection by resistant diseases.

Medical professional: "No matter who or where you are in the world, this concerns us all. The antibiotics we

feed to our livestock for the meat and dairy industries, and those which we consume ourselves, most of it ends up

in the ocean. And what happened in the case of this gentleman is, these REPEAT cute animals were

exposed to abnormally high levels of antibiotics, which caused them to be host to resistant bacterial strains. Of

course, we know they spend most of their time hunting Adjective you would use to describe an eel

Plural marine organisms ."

Reporter: Bacteria have the ability to exchange genes with their environment, and each other. Thus resistance,

once encouraged by antibiotics, is a self-feeding loop. As more and more antibiotics are entering our oceans,

resistance



can quickly emerge in places as remote as Somewhere you would teleport to in the event of an apocalypse . Even more

Word you would use to describe a horror movie ending in ING , not only does this breed immunity in the wild, but it

also increases the severity of any given disease.

Medical expert: "Times are changing. We are not living in the Historic event anymore. We need to take

action, stop developing so many new antibiotics to combat the problem, and, instead, start using these medicines

more responsibly. If medications like this were more strictly regulated, and patients more closely monitored, we

wouldn't have this crisis on our Plural body parts ."

Reporter: REPEAT female name says she is just grateful to have solved this mystery, and glad that life will

soon be returning to normal.

Interviewee: "They've made new antibiotics for him now. He's still in hospital at the moment, but it's been a

week, and his symptoms have subsided a lot. So he should hopefully be back to his Adjective old self in

no time."

Reporter: At this moment we are pleased to report that REPEAT male name is in a stable condition and is

expected to make a full recovery.

News



Anchor: What you would say if you found out you got an A plus on your chemistry test  !!!!! Thanks REPEAT 

name of cat for that report. Our thoughts and prayers are with them for a speedy recovery.

---
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